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[0030] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B illustrate an arena 100, which is defined as a bounded region of space which may
be either indoors or outdoors, with a plurality energy detection devices 110 which may be video cameras or
other visual monitoring devices 110. These visual monitoring devices 110 are mounted in such a way that each
one of the visual monitoring devices 110 has a field of view which at least partially overlaps with the field of
view of at least one other of the plurality of visual monitoring devices 110.

[0033] The arena 100 is generally understood as the bounded volume of space wherein a simulation or gaming
event may be conducted... defined by walls or other delimiters or markers, and wherein substantially all or most
of the bounded volume of space will be monitored by the plurality of VTDs 110. However, the arena 100 may
also be understood to be defined topologically as the set of all points which are visible to two or more VTDs 110.

[0034] An arena 100 may be created for the purposes of establishing an environment for human training or
human event simulation, or for the testing of technologies which may be directly human controlled, remote
controlled, or entirely automated, or for other purposes. FIG. 1A also shows how a coordinate system 105 may
be imposed upon the arena 100 for the purpose of identifying the location of TPSs 120 within the arena.

[0058] In one
embodiment of the
present invention, it is
typically expected that
more than one TPS 120
will be used, either
because more than one
entity 130 is being
tracked, or because
orientation as well as
position of an entity 130
is being tracked, or for a
combination of these
reasons. In order to track
the position and motion
of more than one TPS
120, it is necessary that
the TPSs 120 attached to
the entity or entities 130
can be uniquely
identified. This is
accomplished by having
each TPS 120 emit light
according to a
modulation pattern which
is unique among all the
TPSs 120 in the system.
This modulation pattern
is the "identity message"
referred to above.
[0059] The modulation
scheme, in turn, has an
implementation which
relies on the fact that the
VTDs 110 capture
motion via successive
images called "frames",
or "perception frames".
The VTDs 110 image
(i.e., perform image
capture of) the arena
scene at a periodic rate
called the perception rate.
Typical video or solid
state imaging technology
may capture images at a
rate on the order of 15 to
30 frames per second.

[0091] In one embodiment of the present invention, the system employs infrared light sources in each TPS 120. The light
sources, i.e., the emitters within the TPSs 120, are modulated, as already discussed in general terms above (and as discussed in
further detail below) to identify players and entities 130 in the arena 100. Rays of light from the TPSs 120 strike the backplanes
320 of VTDs 110 when the TPSs 120 are within the field of view of the VTDs 110.
[0092] In FIG. 3, .alpha. represents the angle of incidence of a ray of light 310 from a TPS 120 relative to the backplane 320 of
a VTD 110, where .alpha. may be a horizontal angle of incidence. (A vertical angle of incidence .lamda. is not illustrated.) .beta.
represents the angle between the VTD backplane 320 and the wall 330 of the arena 100. .gamma. is determined from .alpha.
and .beta.. For example, in the configuration illustrated,.gamma.=180.degree.-(.alpha.+.beta.).
{{Detailed calculations are provided in the full application.}}

[0098] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B together illustrate an approach 400 for locating a TPS 120 in a VTD 110 field of view, and
hence for identifying an angle .alpha., where .alpha. represents the angle of incidence of a ray of light 310 from a TPS 120
relative to the backplane 320 of a VTD 110 (as discussed in conjunction with FIG. 3, above).
[0099] FIG. 4A illustrates a VTD 110 observing two TPSs 120, with rays of light 310 from the TPSs 120 striking a lens or
other optical element (not shown) of the VTD 110. The lens or other optical elements, possibly in combination with other
optical elements (not shown) focuses the rays of light 310 from the TPSs 120 onto backplane 320 (i.e., the imaging element)
of VTD 110. The backplane 320 is here represented as a matrix of discrete pixel elements 410 (i.e., sensor cells), which may
be physical pixel elements, or which may be logical pixel elements derived from a scanning process or similar process which
extracts image information from a continuous light sensitive media of backplane 320.
[0100] FIG. 4B illustrates how different pixel elements or sensor cells 410 in the bounded area of detection 420 may detect
different degrees of light intensity. In the figure, the light intensity is exemplified by the height of a pixel element 410. (The
"height" is representational only, corresponding to a recorded light intensity, and does not correspond to a physical, structural
height of a pixel in a physical backplane or imaging element.) Pixel element 410 may only be considered to have detected
light from a TPS 120 if the measure of light intensity from the pixel element 410 exceeds a threshold value.

[0106] In an embodiment of the present invention, it may not be possible for a VTD 110 to determine perfectly
precise angles for the location of the TPS 110 centroid, but rather a range of angles which determine a spatial cone in
which a TPS be considered to be contained with a high degree of probability. FIG. 5 illustrates a single TPS 120
which is within the field of view of two VTDs 100a and 100b. Pairs of lines 510a and 510b extending from each VTD
110a and 110b respectively indicate an angular range within which each VTD 110 has determined a high probability
that the TPS 120 may be found. The intersection of pairs of lines 510a and 510b determines a substantially localized
region 520 within which there is a high probability that the TPS 120 may be found.
[0107] For simplicity of viewing only two lines 510 are shown extending from each VTD 110, implying a planar
location determination 520; persons skilled in the relevant arts will appreciate that a full determination will involve a
cone of high probability extending from each VTD 110, with a corresponding, substantially localized volume of high
probability of TPS 120 location determined by the intersection of the cones. If the TPS 110 is in the field of view of
more than two VTDs 110, the intersection of more than two cones of probability may result in an improved location
determination for the TPS 110.

[0113] Once a TPS 120
centroid is established
for more than one
frame period, a process
of identifying the TPS
120 is begun. To this
end a radial bubble sort
process 600 is
employed to re-identify
the TPS 120 on each
successive perception
frame. FIG. 6 illustrates
both the basic
components and the
steps in this process.

[0133] FIG. 7A illustrates the synchronous modulation scheme 700 according to one embodiment of the present
invention. Periods of time where the TPSs 110 emit light energy are referred to as energy emission events 703.
All energy emission events 703 are substantially synchronized with perception frames 702, wherein there exist
pairings 705 of perception frames 702 and energy emission events 703. Because the timings of the energy
emission events 703 and perception frames 702 are substantially synchronized, each energy emission event 703
may be used to convey a single bit of modulation pattern data, with substantially minimal risk that the VTDs 110
may miss a modulation pattern bit.

[0136] FIG. 7B illustrates a method for synchronous modulation 750 according to an alternative embodiment of
the present invention wherein all TPSs may maintain a higher duty cycle, which may result in improved tracking
and identification reliability. In this method 750, a subset of perception frames 702 may be associated with
modulation bits, wherein the TPS 120 modulates its energy emissions according to a unique modulation pattern,
represented by modulation bits 720b; while the remaining perception frames 702 may be associated with beacon
bits 725b, which are marked in FIG. 7B with the letter `B`, wherein for each energy emission event
corresponding to a beacon bit 725b the TPS 120 always emits energy, i.e., the TPS 120 is always modulated on.

[0146] FIG. 8A shows how an exemplary isochronous modulation scheme 800 permits a VTD 110 to determine
the modulation pattern of a TPS 120. Note that in this figure, as well as in FIG. 8B discussed below, energy
emission events 703, modulation bits 720, and modulation pattern 730 are numbered analogously to the same
elements in FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B. This reflects the possibility that, apart from timing and/or synchronization
differences, the TPS 120 modulation scheme and TPS 120 energy emission events may be similar or substantially
the same for both the synchronous modulation scheme and the isochronous modulation scheme.

[0161] FIG. 9 illustrates various aspects of the present invention, as discussed above, working in combination according to one possible
embodiment of the invention. A TPS 120 is being modulated as it moves through the arena 100 space, as illustrated by the alternating data bits 720,
which are synonymous with the modulation bits 720 discussed above; and the alternating sync bits 725, which are synonymous with the beacon bits
discussed above. (Note the sync bits 725 are always modulated on, i.e., the TPS emits light, while data bits 720 may be modulated on or off.)

[0162] DAE 140 receives two-dimensional angular information from multiple VTDs 110, which includes identity information (i.e., TPS 120 modulation data,
wherein in the case illustrated the unique TPS modulation pattern 730 is `00110`). DAE 140 uses computed 3-dimensional fixes from various pairs of VTDs 110 to
arrive at a bounding space which encloses the actual position of TPS 120. A curve is fit to the centroid of each of these bounded spaces and is assumed to be the
current path 900 of TPS 120. The DAE 140 builds motion formulas and exports motion equation coefficients for each TPS path 900 on a frame by frame basis.

